
RUBICOMM



OMM is a team of professionals united by a very special brand

of passion, desire and expertise that inspires us to overcome 

limitations and challenge the conventions within our industry.

By setting ourselves ever more ambitious targets we aim to raise 

the bar required for success in motorsport, thus providing our 

discerning customers with a crucial advantage.

OMM’s state-of-the-art headquarters is located on over 2 hectares 

in Poznan’s Niepruszewo. The entire creative process for each one 

of our vehicles is carried out within this extensive infrastructure, 

from the inception and development of the initial design to its 

meticulous assembly in our production suite and the rigorous 

testing programme it will undergo on our custom on-site test track. 

Our belief that ‘only the very best is acceptable’ is evident 

throughout our organisation. For the OMM Team compromise

is never an option.

When Passion Meets Business… No Compromises…

Benefiting from a wealth of specialist expertise gained over many 

years, our engineers are able to provide an unrivalled standard

of maintenance to our entire fleet of off-road vehicles. We aim to 

exceed our customers’ expectations by making the effects of our work 

instantly evident on the test track.

The latest addition to the OMM family is the RUBICOMM. It is the 

perfect fusion of style and performance, with head-turning 

aesthetics and exceptional extreme off-road capabilities that are a 

match for even the most arduous terrain. Get behind the wheel

of RUBICOMM and you have the whole world at your fingertips.

The only limit is your imagination.

Expertise and Reliability… When Imagination Becomes Reality…



Adrenaline…

…and the excitement of conquest.



Engine:

Capacity:

Power:

Torque:

0-100 Km/h:

LS3 CHEVROLET CORVETTE TURNKEY

7200 ccm

640 KM

850 nm

5,9 s.





Lightweight Construction
Combined with Massive Power…

We believe that cars should be fun. And it is with this belief 

that we have created RUBICOMM.

The lightweight construction provides not only exceptional 

manoeuvrability but also remarkable strength to ensure 

optimum safety. When combined with one of our high 

performance engines RUBICOMM boasts both incredible 

power and agility to afford the ultimate driving experience.

Furthermore, to ensure that RUBICOMM continues to excel 

over difficult terrain at high speeds, we have achieved a 

centre of gravity that is significantly lower than that of the 

average conventional passenger car. Whether you are a 

serious motorsport competitor or just seeking the thrill of 

off-road adventure on the weekend, you’ll immediately 

appreciate the advantage of having this close control when 

pushing the extremes!



Design Is Only Limited
By Imagination…

Our philosophy is to build exceptional vehicles that give the opportunity 

to reach places once thought inaccessible and to live the excitement 

previously unattainable.  We believe that each person is unique, with a 

unique definition of perfection.  Therefore, we offer a select range of 

options to customize/create your own RUBICOMM, because 

RUBICOMM should be as unique as the individual who owns it.

Exemplary engines:
Model:

Capacity: 

Power:

LS3 CHEVROLET CORVETTE

6200 ccm

450 KM

Model:

Capacity: 

Power:

BMW M57

3000 ccm

300 KM

Model:

Capacity: 

Power:

NISSAN RD28

2800 ccm

150 KM



Main office:

ul. Modrzewiowa 3,
64-320 Niepruszewo
tel. +48 608 395 074
office@omm.pl

NIEPRUSZEWO

OMM
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